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55%INCREASE
IN REVENUE

14%INCREASE IN
CONVERSION
RATE

54%INCREASE
IN TRANSACTIONS

The site uses the latest Stencil technology and a custom responsive design. 
Moving to BigCommerce gave them the opportunity to take advantage of 
several out-of-the-box features that they didn’t have before, such as: 
 • The Review System
 • Product Filtering
 • Automated Emails  (Abandoned Cart, Account Sign Up, Order Confirmation)
  • Gi Certificates

Additionally, BigCommerce’s robust My Account tool allowed them to drop 
their 3rd party tool they were previously paying for. 

For the must-haves that were not out-of-the-box, with the help of a few 3rd 
party integrations, we were able to create a complete solution for them.
 
 • Modern Retail directly integrated their ERP, NCR CounterPoint into
    the back end of the new site
 • EY installed a new stock notification system called InStockNotify
 • MiniBC provided what they need for their subscription service

FEATURES & UPGRADES

Legacy EY client, Smoked Meats, made the move from their 
old platform to BigCommerce and launched their new site on 
September 11th, 2017.

Smoked Meats Gets Big Results on BigCommerce
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BEFORE  &   AFTER



When asked about his experience with EY, Brandon Mojarro, Vice President at 
Smoked Meats said, “We have had a long and successful relationship with EY 
Studios which is why we chose them for our largest and most intimidating 
project which included re-platforming and design, data migration and ERP 
consulting. The entire package has met our expectations in every sense and we 
would not hesitate to recommend the team from EY Studios for any e-commerce 
project large or small.”

To learn more about what BigCommerce and EYStudios can do 
for your store, contact us. 

Email us at bigcommerce@eystudios.com or call 888-429-4803 today.

Since going live, Smoked Meats has seen substantial growth in their Revenue, eCommerce Conversion Rate and 
Transactions. When comparing the 2 months that the site has been live, vs the same time last year
(9/11/17 – 11/11/17 Vs. 9/11/16 – 11/11/16) we see the following:

BIG CHANGES & BIG RESULTS

When it came to the design, it was important to Smoked Meats that we make the site more streamlined while staying 
true to their brand: homegrown, quality products. The new design featured a number of custom elements, including:
 
 • Custom Category Pages with filtering
 • Custom Information Pages: (About Us, Contact Us, Locations)
 • Custom Fly-Out Mega Menus
 • More Dynamic and Easy-to-Use Mobile Design

The sThe stand-out trait of the new site is the custom photography done by trusted EY Partner Calvin Lockwood which is 
featured in the Gourmet Gis section of the website. Calvin and his team worked closely with EY and Smoked Meats to 
capture the exact look and feel needed for the new site.
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